Carastar® Easy Pour™ Weather Shield Concrete Forming Tubes – One of the most extensive production networks in the construction marketplace as well as one of the most extensive in all product lines!

Perfect for columns, piers, pilings and footings.

Carastar® is leading the way in the concrete construction industry — Combining innovative technology and knowledge-based engineering, all backed by Carastar signature customer service.

Carastar® Easy Pour™ Weather Shield concrete forming tubes are built to withstand the rigors of construction. Designed to hold the full hydrostatic pressure load of concrete in a single continuous pour*, Carastar® Easy Pour™ Weather Shield tubes have earned their mark as a “go to” standard for the most demanding construction projects.

 Shields against moisture and adverse weather conditions to help keep the elements from impacting your construction schedule.

Weather Shield Technology
– Improved water resistance minimizes schedule changes due to inclement weather. Provides increased strength and durability vs. regular column forms

Superior Performance
– Economical one-time use with easy placement – lightweight, easy-to-store, handle and erect

Tube Strength
– Handles extensive concrete vibrations

Full range of diameters – 6” to 60”

Recyclable

Private Labeling – Your logo available for maximum advertising and visibility on job sites

Private Labeling – Your logo available for maximum advertising and visibility on job sites – standard or custom lengths. Low upfront costs, reasonable minimums, and a variety of paper and ink color selections

LEED® Qualified – Manufactured with 100% recycled paperboard produced by our own mills

Wall Thickness – Standard wall thickness to 12 feet; heavy wall thickness to over 30 feet

Poly Inside Ply – Ensures easy stripping without form- release agents

Installation – Easily placed manually or by crane

Availability – Manufactured at Carastar® plants throughout the United States and Canada

*pouring rate based on tube size and specific job site conditions
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